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This whitepaper highlights the need for air treatment systems for quality-

controlled food processing environments in the wake of the on-going 

pandemic. 

ASHRAE (also AICAR) specifies the following

regarding reducing the risks of contacting a

virus in a contaminated environment, through

the use of ambience conditioning systems in

the food and medical sector:

• Wherever and whenever possible, it is

recommended to increase the outside air

quantity inside the room to dilute the

contaminant inside the confined

environment

• A minimum filtration of F7 (MERV 13) must

be considered, and to be more precautious,

it is recommended to replace the existing F7

(MERV 13) filters with F9 (MERV 15) filters

(cost of which is comparable to F7 but

efficiency of which reaches up to 95% for

particles with size > 0.5 µm)

• Installation of a final filtration section with

an HEPA H13 absolute filter downstream of

the Air Handling Unit (AHU) is also strongly

suggested to reinforce the capability of the

filtration system installed in the AHU

• To a large extent, the AHU could be kept in

operation even during non-production

periods to prevent airborne particulate

matter of the contaminant from settling onto

the surface of process machinery (see

Figure 1 on the next page)

The need to follow the above guidance in the

fight against COVID-19 now seems critical. As

an Italian organization seeing the crisis unfold

in Europe from its epicentre, and upon much

contemplation, we realize that the situation

has strengthened Sinteco’s adherence to

hygienic principles in our approach to process

solutions.

All the indications we have seen from

governing bodies have reaffirmed the

paradigms of Sinteco HYGIENE®. Our air

treatment systems could be the best bet to

control viral contaminants in large critical

environments across multiple industries

including food, medical and public sector etc.

Apart from ASHRAE, the World Health

Organization (WHO) has also listed out many

precautionary measures for personnel

protection. According to them, the

transmission of COVID-19 occurs mainly by

physical contact and through the inhalation of

micro-droplets (> 5 µm) generated from the

cough or sneeze of an infected individual.

Droplets with diameter < 5 µm can occur in

some specific environments, normally sanitary,

for which specific precautions are

recommended.

Having specifically designed machines and

systems that are washable and dis-infectible is

the starting point in setting new industrial

benchmarks for clean environments –

specifically, systems that are constructed with

respect to the fundamentals of Sinteco

HYGIENE®. According to Sinteco HYGIENE®, all

metal surfaces that come in contact with the

product (also through process air) must be

washed with strong detergents, adhere to

cleaning cycles, have a long useful life and

must be made of Stainless Steel AISI 304L that

has an optimal surface.
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REQUIREMENTS OF HYGIENE

The hygiene of a material, in general, can be

defined as inertness to surface chemical

reactions with external agents. Chemical

reactions alter the organoleptic characteristics

of the product changing their composition from

a toxic point of view. In other words, corrosion

resistance may also be understood as

resistance to chemical reaction with

detergents, solvents, sanitizers, disinfectants,

intended to eliminate traces of deposits, dirt

etc.

Absence of any protective coating that

prevents chemical reactions when chipped,

may lead to wearing, cracking, or surface

deterioration. This results in surface

discontinuities and structural imperfection

which inevitably turn into thriving space for

dirt and harmful microorganisms. In such

cases, corrosion of the base material can be

triggered because of the exposure of the

metal-coating interface. At times, this surface

is treated with products that facilitate the

adhesion of an external surface coating which

can, by itself, be toxic in the long run.

Surface compactness without porosity: a

hygienic surface must not absorb particles,

substances, or liquid washing products which,

subsequently coming in contact with other

substances, can alter the surface chemically

and/or mechanically.

Another criterion for a hygienic material is the

high bacterial removability quotient during

cleaning cycles: equipment, tools, and plant

machinery, whose surfaces are regularly

contaminated by colonies of bacteria or

viruses, must possess this parameter to the

maximum degree. It is also essential that

bacterial removability remains as constant as

possible for the lifetime of the material. Low

bacterial retention after cleaning cycles is also

a closely related parameter that must also

remain unchanged over time; repeated use and

the resulting wear must not affect it.

Such are the characteristics that must be

possessed by a material to be considered

hygienic. Stainless Steels, irrespective of the

type– martensitic, ferritic, or austenitic -

possess and offer these characteristics, albeit

in a coordinated and varied way.

Particle Settling in Still Air
(by particle size in terms of Aerodynamic Diameter)

0.5 µm 1 µm 3 µm 10 µm 100 µm

41 hours 12 hours 1.5 hours 8.2 minutes 5.8 seconds

Figure 1: Aerodynamic Diameter is defined as the unit density spherical particulate
matter that settles at the same velocity as the particle in question.
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Their resistance to corrosion, both generalized

and localized, is very high and does not require

any surface protective coating.

Machines and ducts can also be made with

sturdy polyester, which is another ideal

material in large-sized systems that need

washing with strong detergents, adhering to

cleaning cycles and having a long useful life. In

general, only corrosion-resistant materials are

used.

The interiors of the AHU, be it in polyester or

stainless steel, must be cleaned according to

the procedures indicated (at least once a

week). After washing, it is suggested to

sanitize the AHU with (various types of)

disinfectants to have a sterile surface.

Similarly, coils can be disinfected by spraying

the cleansing product onto them. The

construction of the AHU must allow easy and

safe access to the coils and to perform these

cleaning operations effectively.

Before these operations, it is necessary to

remove the filters that retain all impurities

(and likely to also be contaminated by the

virus). As a precaution before removal, an

aerosol disinfectant can be used on the filters

to disinfect the surface and, with the

appropriate PPE, the filters must be extracted

and disposed. It is also encouraged to carry

out specific checks (with swabs) on the

surfaces. Even this simple proven procedure

can be very beneficial. In addition to the AHU

surfaces, all existing washable components of

the Air Treatment & Distribution System must

be washed every week (during production

stops), including:

• Textile Air Ducts

• Metallic Air Ducts

• Everything that is washable (plenums, filter

boxes, wall pass sleeves, return air grills)

Once the AHUs are dry and restarted, they

must be left running even if there is no

production. This helps protect the environment

and machinery from surface deposition of

airborne particulate matter by keeping the air

constantly washed.

Sinteco Manufactures state of the art Sinteco

HYGIENE® 3 Star AHUs, thanks to which all

above requirements can be met. Based on

consolidated constructive experience by

manufacturing ambience control systems,

Sinteco has always been designing products

that exceeds expectations with their

operational performance.

The Special HYGIENE® Air Handling Units were

conceived in the 1990s and were designed to

generate and distribute sterile air for

‘sensitive’ production processes inside

facilities of significant dimensions. Additionally,

the characteristics offered are applicable also

to the new needs of the medical sector.

Figure 2: Curved edges, clean welding finish and 
double sloped bottom are some of the 

characteristics of Sinteco HYGIENE® 3 Star
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Sinteco adopted innovative construction

techniques to manufacture the AHUs with TIG

welded Stainless Steel interiors to make

washable and dis-infectable AHUs to protect

process environments from sources of

pollution such as moulds, bacteria, viruses,

etc., that can alter the environmental quality.

Every single component of the Sinteco product

series is fabricated with respect to the

fundamentals of Sinteco HYGIENE®.

Furthermore, the construction of the

components in Sinteco’s workshops complies

with the GMP (Good Manufacturing Practice)

and good manufacturing standards, so that

microorganisms are eliminated safely and

easily by cleaning and do not have the

possibility of depositing and proliferating on

surfaces or interstices.

A large part of Sinteco’s products are

disinfected before packaging. In case of

AERTEX® textile air ducts, they are vacuum-

packed in sturdy protective packaging material.

In addition to being able to fit into some of the

most robust sanitation programs in the

industry, Sinteco HYGIENE® AHU is primarily

useful for effective Air Treatment to achieve

maximum process hygiene, especially inside

controlled contamination environments. The

following parameters are controlled with

respect to the class of operation of the

controlled environment (ISO or equivalent):

• Air treatment (control of T°, RH%)

• Air Filtration (control on airborne

particulate matter count)

• Air Distribution (control on velocity and

ambient over-pressure)

An effective Air Treatment & Distribution

System is composed of an Air Handling Unit

(polyester or SS), Air Distribution System

(metallic or textile air ducts), a diffusion

system, air filters located in the environment

(on Diffusers/Plenum) and finally by the return

air ducting back to the AHU or exhaust to the

Figure 3: Cleaning operation of the Sinteco HYGIENE® AHU 3 Star
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(with ducts, lowering return ducts, hoods and

extractors). The function of an AHU is to treat

the air that passes through it both from a

thermo-hygrometric point of view and at the

level of filtration, to obtain the desired set-

point conditions in the environment.

Air Treatment

Air Treatment Systems are designed to ensure

the overall comfort for people and safety for

products within the workplace.

The main condition for the operator for global

thermal comfort is that the internal energy of

the human body does not increase or

decrease. This balance depends on the

metabolism, clothing, and operating

temperature, and represents an index of

satisfaction with environmental conditions.

Clothing reduces the heat loss of the human

body, while metabolic activity increases its

value. The standard ASHRAE introduces is a

parameter that determines the percentage of

dissatisfied personnel due to air flow – the

influence of relative humidity is modest in

conditions close to well-being, while it is

relevant if you move away, especially for

extreme temperatures. Being able to control

the air temperature and humidity can therefore

help balance rather large differences between

individual requests and consequently reduce

the percentage of dissatisfied personnel.

The type of product and processing carried out

requires a defined class of operation for the

rooms (ISO or equivalent). Low temperatures

inhibit the growth of the most common

pathogens. Since surface condensation

generates droplets of water which favour

microbial growth, forced air ventilation

systems are preferred, especially in controlled

contamination environments.

To transmit the available energy and to

regulate the temperature and humidity, the

AHU uses finned tube heat exchangers, that

come with various materials, in order to

transfer energy from a utility fluid to the

passing air, through surface heat exchange

process.

Air Filtration

In controlled contamination production

environments, the most important parameter

Figure 4: Sinteco manufactures AHUs
respecting the fundamentals of  Sinteco 

HYGIENE® and this enables the possibility of 
washing and sanitization
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is given by the number and size of airborne

particulate matter. The (ISO or equivalent)

class is an indicator of the number of particles

present in the air (and not to the type of

particles). The most common sources of

airborne particulate matter include packaging,

food products, equipment/machinery, biological

pollution, humans, etc.

For filtration control, several stages of filters

are inserted, from the coarse stage in direct

contact with the air entering the AHU to the

fine one, to limit the clogging of the last

(cleaner) filter.

Clean or ultra-clean (white) rooms are not

made to clean the products but to preserve

their quality and not to re-pollute them.

Airborne particulate matter count confirms its

efficiency.

Air Distribution

While the level of filtration depends on the (ISO

or equivalent) class required in the

environment, the quantity of air to be treated

and to be introduced into the supply and return

ducting is calculated by multiplying the air

exchanges per hour (ACH) for the

environment, based on the (ISO or equivalent)

class, with the gross volume of the

environment.

The ACH for each room is defined by the

maximum between (a) the value of necessary

ACH to compensate the endogenous loads,

people’s activities and the dispersion of the

plants, and (b) the estimated value to have

control on the number and size of particles

based on the (ISO or equivalent) class of the

environment. The ACH to maintain the (ISO or

Figure 5: An example installation of Sinteco HYGIENE® AHU 3 Star
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equivalent) class can be calculated analytically,

even though shared reference indices are used

in common practice.

It is important to introduce the correct volume

of pre-treated external air to keep the rooms

sufficiently over-pressured not only for the

well-being of the personnel inside but also to

prevent outside air from entering the

manufacturing facility. It is essential to provide

units for the exhaust of stale/spent air from

the rooms and at the same time to introduce

dry air (e.g. after washing and drying). Though

many obstacles affect the flow of air,

numerous types of specific air distribution

systems can be identified and engineered,

thanks to Sinteco’s AERTEX® textile air ducts

and AERMET® metallic air ducts and HYGIENE®

Air Distribution Plenums.

The microbiological quality directly affects the

quality of the product (greater Shelf Life) and

these conditions are maintained when the

product is in a high-quality hygienic

environment. The determination of the residual

medical microbiological load is treated

separately.

Considering the characteristics of Sinteco’s

HYGIENE® AHUs described earlier and the

thermal resistance of the virus, it is possible to

subject the interiors of the AHU to thermal

treatment of up to about 90°C to achieve a

“cooking” effect. In this way the filters are

heated and harmful micro-organisms on its

surfaces get deactivated (provided the filters

are of the high temperature resistant type).

Figure 6: The methods to be employed for cleaning will be recommended by Sinteco
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Studies have reported that the average particle

size for the SARS-CoV-2 is about 0,125 µm and

is mostly contained and suspended in air inside

liquid droplets with about 5µm particle size as

mentioned earlier. Another potential

reinforcement could be Ultraviolet (UV)

radiation, particularly between 220nm and

300nm wavelength with an efficiency peak at

265nm, which could be effective in deactivating

biological material when there is sufficient

contact time (according to ongoing studies).

Under ideal circumstances, UV must be able to

deactivate 90% of micro-organisms but the

result depends on the following (see ASHRAE

Position Document on Filtration and Air

Cleaning):

• Type of micro-organism to be eliminated

• UV intensity (high electrical power

requirement)

• Residence time (with air velocity through an

empty section of an AHU of 2m/s, a

microorganism remains for 1 second inside

a 2m long AHU (the extent of contact time

with the UV light section will be less)

• Distance between the lamps and their

position

• Lamp life cycle and their cleanliness to keep

them efficient

• Temperature and Relative Humidity of the

air

Other additional systems capable of

deactivating micro-organisms are under early

stages of study but the ones already available

can be integrated in the Sinteco HYGIENE®

AHU.

Sinteco wishes to pledge its complete support

in offering industry leading solutions to

maintain a hygienic working environment.

Figure 7: An example unfinished AHU with TIG welded Stainless Steel interiors
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